Have you ever had customer or staff ask questions like, “Where is my job? When is that due out? Who is the sales rep for this job? What is our deadline? What inventory do we need for this?” If you can answer “yes” to any of those, then you need the Uluro\textsuperscript{TM} uTrack\textsuperscript{TM} Job Dashboard and Job Schedule with OnceAmation\textsuperscript{®} support, which provides 100% visibility of every job and its progress through your shop and internal and external tracking for your entire mail processing workflow.

To learn more how Uluro’s OnceAmation can revolutionize how you do business, visit our web site at www.uluro.com.
The Dashboard
Tracks customer identity, receive date, due date, number of mail pieces, number of pages, and job location while eliminating the need for staff and clients to interrupt production work to find information.

Internal Job Dashboard
A Windows-based interface that tracks all jobs within the facility and current department, based on their SLA times, to inform you of their status and keep them on deadline.

External Web-based Customer Interface
Provides secure, client-specific viewing of job status and department. It provides job-level tracking and can drill down to mail piece level tracking with the ability for clients to view each individual mail piece. This client-facing dashboard also links up with Uluro’s CSR interface to search for mail pieces, and provides access to web proofing to enable print suppression and mail piece exclusions or “pulls” by your client.

Job Ticket and SLA Setup
Defined using Uluro’s OnceAmation® interface and provides a simple to use GUI for defining job parameters, stock, envelope types, define print rules, inserter setup, and more. In addition, the job ticket specifies job owner, sales rep, and programmer. This way when a change is required you no longer have to search the facility to find the answer.

Job Scan
Utilizes a hand scanner, (not included) to move the job from manual stations that do not provide feedback to the SQL database. Scanning the job ticket lets a job be checked in and out of departments within seconds.

"I use the dashboard to track and monitor daily SLAs. It helps identify whether we are ahead of schedule or if adjustments need to be made in order to meet the mandatory completion times."

— Brian Rawlings, Operations Manager for a large PSP

DASHBOARD & SCHEDULE SOLUTIONS
Ulurom™ uTrack™ Dashboard & Job Schedule is comprised of a number of specific pieces: